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Market Review 

As indicated on our Sales Alert of Thursday, September 16, we sold on Monday, September 20, the 793 

shares of AT&T (T – $27.13) held in TPS Portfolio at $27.31. 

***** 

We suppose that it isn’t that surprising that many investors fare poorly in the financial markets,… 



…with last week’s volatile trading in equities illustrating the difficulty many have in sticking 

with a long-term investment plan. 

After all, in response to a big plunge in stocks on Monday, The New York Times reported on 

Tuesday, “But beginning this month, as Evergrande began to teeter and the likelihood of the 

Fed’s scaling back — or tapering — its bond-buying programs grew, the market’s protective 

bubble began to deflate. Some U.S. investors are also concerned that tax increases are in the 

offing — including on share buybacks and corporate profits — to help pay for a spending push 

by the federal government, the signature piece of which is President Biden’s proposed $3.5 

trillion budget bill. Separately, Congress also must act to raise the government’s borrowing limit, 

a politically charged process that has at times thrown markets for a loop. On Monday, those 

currents combined, reflecting the interconnectedness of the global markets as investors 

everywhere sold their holdings.” 

With some pundits warning that Evergrande could be another Lehman moment (we just had the 

13th anniversary of the collapse of the investment bank, which was the seminal event in the 

Great Financial Crisis), The Wall Street Journal story that same day cited market experts who 

said, “Everyone is looking at Evergrande and saying, ‘Has the time come for a major default in 

that area, and then the potential for contagion into the broader property sector?’ It’s an imminent 

risk now rather than being a theoretical risk as it has been for the past few years…This is a threat 



to global growth. What if things worsen? That means a hit to the financial system in China [and] 

overall economic activity around the world…We are definitely being a little more cautious at this 

point.” 

 

No doubt, it is the duty of the financial press to try to rationalize short-term market movements, 

but the media must have given whiplash to all those “folks everywhere who sold their holdings” 

on Monday or those who “were a little more cautious at this point” as stocks jumped on 

Wednesday and Thursday. Indeed, The Wall Street Journal proclaimed, “The Dow Jones 

Industrial Average broke out of its September slump with its biggest two-day rally in more than 

six months, lifted by investors’ growing confidence the economy can withstand the end of 

pandemic stimulus measures and troubles in Chinese property markets…Bank stocks and shares 

of energy companies surged. Brent crude, the international gauge of oil prices, hit a nearly three-

year high at more than $77 a barrel. Benchmark government bond yields, which tend to rise 

when investors expect growth and inflation, posted their biggest one-day climb since March.” 

Incredibly, the WSJ told us that “Investors had expected a rebound from the downward drift that 

had carried the S&P 500 lower for much of the month…After a steep decline fueled by worries 

about the collapse of property giant China Evergrande Group that began the week, shares 

stabilized, then began climbing Wednesday even before the Federal Reserve signaled the 



economy had made enough progress for the central bank to begin reducing pandemic stimulus 

measures soon.” 

Never mind that, as the WSJ conceded, “U.S. markets closed with no word on whether 

Evergrande would make $83.5 million in debt payments by a Thursday deadline.” So, it made 

perfect sense for a chief investment officer to explain, “The patient, the U.S. economy, is no 

longer in the emergency room and needing life support. Even though the Fed is telling us they 

expect the growth to slow down, it is a measured slow down and not a derailment that plunges 

the U.S. economy into a recession.” 

Obviously, there are no crystal balls that can predict the future…or that could tell us how stocks 

will react if tomorrow’s headlines were known in advance. For example, the WSJ Saturday 

edition had a front-page story entitled, “Evergrande’s Bondholders Are Left In the Dark on 

Payments.” Had the September Swoon continued, fears of the fallout around a collapse of 

Evergrande would have been a major cause, along with “The Fed telling us that they expect the 

growth to slow down!” 

***** 

Not surprisingly, we take the inevitable equity market setbacks in stride as downturns are always 

part of the game, with 5% declines having happened three time a year on average, 10% 

corrections having transpired every 11 months and 20% Bear Markets having taken place every 

3.4 years, per historical data dating back to 1928. Happily, advances of even greater magnitude 

have occurred with similar frequency, so much so that equities have provided handsome rewards 

for those with the courage, patience and discipline to stick with them. 



 

That is not to say that it is easy to endure the volatility, ignoring when stock prices are heading 

south the siren songs to do something to protect against further declines, but our nerves of steel 

are bolstered by our constant attention to market history. To be sure, there can be no assurance 

that whatever might be ailing the equity markets at a given time will pass in the fullness of time, 

but that has been the case without fail thus far,… 



 

…with not just hazards to wealth overcome, but also hazards to health, be they the Spanish Flu 

in 1918-1919,… 



 

…or the viruses of the modern era, including COVID-19. 



 

And speaking of the current coronavirus, the news has improved somewhat,… 



 

…with Pfizer (PFE – $43.94) CEO Albert Bourla stating on Sunday, “Within a year I think we 

will be able to come back to normal life,” though he added, “I don’t think that this means that the 

variants will not continue coming, and I don’t think that this means that we should be able to live 

our lives without having vaccinations. But that, again, remains to be seen.” Those comments 

echoed what Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel said on Thursday, when asked for an estimate of a 

return to normal life, “As of today, in a year, I assume.” 

Clearly, there is a lot of time between now and a return to normal life, and as was mentioned 

above, the Federal Reserve did downgrade its outlook last week for 2021 U.S. GDP Growth,… 



 

…with the latest set of economic numbers from IHS Markit trailing expectations… 



 

…and first-time filings and continuing claims for jobless benefits ticking up in the most recent 

period. 



 

The Federal Reserve also chose to leave the Federal Funds rate at a range of 0% to 0.25% at last 

week’s FOMC Meeting,… 



 

…even as Chair Jerome H. Powell said in his opening remarks to his September 22 Press 

Conference: 

If progress continues broadly as expected, the Committee judges that a moderation in the pace of 

asset purchases may soon be warranted. We also discussed the appropriate pace of tapering 

asset purchases once economic conditions satisfy the criterion laid out in the Committee’s 

guidance. While no decisions were made, participants generally view that, so long as the 

recovery remains on track, a gradual tapering process that concludes around the middle of next 

year is likely to be appropriate. Even after our balance sheet stops expanding, our elevated 

holdings of longer-term securities will continue to support accommodative financial conditions. 

Certainly, the financial press has been busy warning of the risks of a Fed Tapering, even as few 

seem willing to study what happened the other time such an event occurred,… 



 

…and common sense would argue that an economy that is healthy enough to stand on its own 

should not be viewed negatively. Happily, Chair Powell sounded fairly upbeat in his comments 

on the state of the U.S. economy. 

Progress on vaccinations and unprecedented fiscal policy actions are also providing strong 

support to the recovery. Indicators of economic activity and employment have continued to 

strengthen. Real GDP rose at a robust 6.4 percent pace in the first half of the year, and growth is 

widely expected to continue at a strong pace in the second half. The sectors most adversely 

affected by the pandemic have improved in recent months, but the rise in COVID-19 cases has 

slowed their recovery. Household spending rose at an especially rapid pace over the first half of 

the year, but flattened out in July and August as spending softened in COVID-sensitive sectors, 

such as travel and restaurants. Additionally, in some industries, near-term supply constraints are 

restraining activity. These constraints are particularly acute in the motor vehicle industry, where 

the worldwide shortage of semiconductors has sharply curtailed production. Partly reflecting the 

effects of the virus and supply constraints, forecasts from FOMC participants for economic 

growth this year have been revised somewhat lower since our June Summary of Economic 

projections, but participants still foresee rapid growth. 



Of course, though it wasn’t a big surprise, the big development from the Fed last week was a 

change in the so-called “dot-plot,” in which 9 of the 18 FOMC Participants are now predicting 

that interest rates would be increased next year, rather than in 2023,… 

 

…as most economists are of the mind that GDP growth for 2022 in the U.S. and the World will 

be robust,… 



 

…and the latest forward-looking Leading Economic Index from the Conference Board exceeded 

estimates. 



 

***** 

With the outlook for corporate profit growth remaining very favorable,… 



 

…and valuations for the stocks we own continuing to be very reasonable, we can’t help but be 

enthusiastic about the long-term prospects for our portfolios. 



 

True, September and October have often been disconcerting months,…the past 25 years 

notwithstanding,… 



 

…so we must be braced for additional near-term downside, but we like that our favorite Main 

Street sentiment gauge is still issuing a contrarian buy signal,… 



 

…with fear still the predominant emotion. 



 

Stock Updates  

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing 

of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. We also offer the reminder that any sales we make 

for our newsletter strategies are announced via our Sales Alerts. 

The markets have pulled back from recent highs this month, with the S&P 500 piercing a 5% 

drop intraday on Monday before rebounding to avoid the 37th downturn of that magnitude on a 

closing basis since the end of the Financial Crisis in March 2009. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


 

Of course, it is a market of stocks and not simply a stock market, so some stocks have suffered 

steeper declines from their 52-week highs. For example, in the table below, we offer 30 

undervalued stocks that are each off at least 18% from recent peaks, providing, in our view, very 

attractive entry points for those looking to add to their equity exposure. 



 

There was not a ton of individual company news last week, but Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and 

Zack Tart look at a couple of our companies that had sufficient news out to warrant a review of 

their respective Target Prices. 

CEO Bob Chapek of entertainment powerhouse Walt Disney Co. (DIS – $176.00) presented at 

the 2021 Goldman Sachs 30th Annual Communacopia Conference on September 21. His 

comments, which we offer our selection of highlights below, sent shares plunging, though some 

of the losses were recovered later in the week. 

On the topic of Disney’s handling of COVID challenges, Mr. Capek said, “I think where we’ve 

taken a major step forward during the last 18 months has really been on the level of investment 

that we are putting into our business, particularly our direct-to-consumer business, and that takes 

the form of two different avenues. One is the increased investment in our content…[Secondly,] 

we’ve been very aggressively going into new markets with our direct-to-consumer propositions, 

our different brands across the world and we are very, very pleased with how that’s gone. But 

not to forget parks at the very same time, we use the opportunity, if you will, of the parks being 

closed, a horrible thing, but we didn’t let that opportunity go by so that we can really reconceive 

our whole park experience in terms of maximizing the guest experience.” 



Sharing his thoughts on the Parks segment, Mr. Chapek continued, “We’ve not really frankly 

seen any pushback from the guest as we reinstituted mask requirements in our indoor facilities. 

Our guests have been extraordinarily agreeable and compliant, I guess, to the health and safety 

measures that we’ve sort of led the way with. From the very beginning of the pandemic, we 

made a commitment to our guests and our cast members that we would operate responsibly. And 

while we reopened up our parks at different points and times across the world and in some cases 

had to close and reopen. We’ve always done it with a sense of ultimate responsibility for our 

people that are in our care. And I think that’s paid dividends in terms of giving confidence to our 

guests that they can come to a Disney park and be handled responsibly. And our guests are 

returning that to us. At the same time, they come to us and they are acting responsibly, and so it’s 

all a symbiosis, if you will, and that we are all — even though everyone has sort of a different 

take on what health and safety measures are appropriate or necessary in the midst of the 

pandemic, people really come together. And I think that’s what Disney does. It brings people 

together regardless of how different points of view that they may have. It’s a place where 

everyone can agree.” 

The company’s direct-to-consumer business had 174 million total subscribers, slightly short of 

Netflix, and is notably different in terms of the unbundling (Disney+, ESPN+, Hulu are offered 

separately). Mr. Chapek commented, “We really do it on a market-by-market basis depending on 

consumer preferences, what assets we have, whether we have sports rights. And what we are 

finding is that consumer choice is the lowest common denominator, if you will, in terms of what 

drives our decision. We want to be able to give consumers the ability to a la carte if they choose 

to a la carte, but if they want to bundle, we have plenty of bundling options, but those look 

completely different in each market, again, because of how important general entertainment is to 

the mix, how important family entertainment is to the mix, how important sports maybe to the 

mix and really sort of customize.” 

Mr. Chapek’s comments on production delays causing lower DTC subscription numbers sent 

shares skidding, “The supply chain is healthy just like we talked about last December, it’s 

flowing, but the resurgence of COVID and Delta did impact some of our productions, so that 

we’ve got a lighter product quarter in Q4 than we might have expected. All to say, again, we are 

very bullish and confident about our long-term sub growth, but we are going to see a little bit 

more noise than I think maybe the Street expects in terms of our ultimate projections quarter-to-

quarter.” 

When asked about dividends and buybacks, Mr. Chapek said, “Once we get back to a more 

normalized operating environment where we’re back to A and our cash flow is such that we’re 

not — we don’t have the concerns that we’ve had over the last couple of years. I think what 

we’re going to do is number one, our clear priority and the Board agrees with management that 

the clear priority is funding our new growth businesses that we’ve got. But once we get to a point 

where again, our cash flow is funding that, handling some of the debt that we’ve got, then 

everyone agrees that it would be a great thing to reinstate that dividend and do share buybacks, 

but that’s sort of in the distant future, and we’re not going to entertain doing that until we can 

reach that A level and we have clear sailing from here in this pandemics in the rearview mirror.” 



All things considered, we thought Mr. Chapek’s comments were neither new nor particularly 

concerning. Disney has long been one of our favorites and we think it’s handling of the 

pandemic has been both terrific and lucky. Of course, we would like to see the dividend 

reinstated, but also understand that DIS has a lot of high-expected-return growth projects to 

which it should allocate capital first. Analysts expect DIS earnings per share this fiscal year to 

come in around the $2.25 level but think that number will swell near $5 in fiscal 2022 and above 

$6 in fiscal 2023. Of course, that makes DIS look very expensive in the near term, and less 

expensive over the long term. We continue to like management’s choices to leverage Disney’s 

deep content portfolio, while we think that rest of the business lines are poised for a great 

rebound as the pandemic recedes. Our Target Price for DIS presently resides at $208. 

Shares of Foot Locker (FL – $48.23) fell more than 7% Friday, following Thursday evening’s 

quarterly financial release by key supplier Nike. While Nike reported a strong quarter, the 

athletic footwear powerhouse said that the coming quarter and overall fiscal year would be 

behind pace as supply chain issues continued to mount. This is near-term problematic for Foot 

Locker, as Nike products have been 70% or more of their inventory during the last few years. 

The lag in incoming product will force the company to miss out on potential sales as demand for 

athletic gear and footwear has remained hot. 

Shutdowns in Vietnam due to a Covid resurgence are hitting athleticwear makers hard as they’re 

unable to supply enough shoes to consumers across the world. Nike had shifted approximately 

half of its shoe production over the past handful of years from China to Vietnam. Nike CFO 

Matthew Friend outlined the issues during the company’s call with analysts. “Most Nike 

factories in Vietnam remain shut due to government mandates and the company has lost about 10 

weeks of production since mid-July, he said. Nike doesn’t expect the facilities to reopen until 

October, and they’ll take several months to ramp up manufacturing.” 

While shares of Foot Locker will continue to face near-term supply chain headwinds, we note 

that they are more than 20% off their mid-July high and we see this as a good entry point to add 

to or initiate a new position in a broadly diversified portfolio as we don’t see demand for their 

product offerings waning anytime soon. We continue to believe the company has several 

competitive edges, including broad distribution channels, geographic locations, and multiple 

banners and product categories. We also think that longer term FL will benefit from its strategic 

cost control and productivity plans, in addition to further penetration of its apparel offerings and 

solid growth of its digital shopping platforms, including eastbay.com. There will continue to be 

evolution as the company is seeing the value of bolstering its digital presence, and it may have to 

consider “off-mall” concepts in the future as there is the chance that some malls in the U.S. 

might not survive or may no longer be optimal in some geographic locations. FL shares trade at 

less than 8 times NTM consensus EPS projections, and offer a current dividend yield of 2.5%, 

while the balance sheet is in terrific shape. Our Target Price for FL have been trimmed a bit to 

$80. 
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